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EDITORIAL
It is my pleasure to present to you the October edition of my
magazine to you.
The magazine has been quite popular among the students
and teachers at Manav Sthali School, since its launch online.
The magazine presents news and reviews on latest
Information Technology written by me and my friends. Our
focus is all kinds of technology be it in computers, mobiles,
games, cars. Everything Technical goes in here.
The different editions for magazines are available for
download at www.mvdittechbook.co.nr in a pdf format.
Suggestions are welcome for the improvement of the
magazine.

Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
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We take a look at this year’s greatest gadgets
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Feedback
ASIMO’s Diary is
great
---------------Anonymous

Meet A.R Rahman

Top 5 Games

It would be better
to add a music
playlist
-Chaitanya
Good Job! Keep it
up hope you keep
making it!
- Mudit Bhargava,
Delhi
We have followed
the game reviews
since a long time
– NJOUBA.com

Top 5 Cars

For feedback
email:
vidit.best@gmail.
com
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IN THE LIMELIGHT
Top 5 Gadgets of the Year
Chosen by :Vidit Bhargava
5th

MACBOOK AIR

The MacBook Air had registered
it’s name as the thinnest laptop
ever. This small wonder had
created a world wide hype this
year and has now become apple’s
most populer product after the
Macbook

4th

Sony xperia

Though priced at a wooping Rs
50,000 (US$1031) it is a phone
which has given great compition
to the Apple iPhone in its touch
features. The phone has a large
screen with a 3.2 megapixel
camera

3th REEM-B

It is the successor of REEM A but
is also a very fascinating robot. It
just looks like another robot but
can do things that can be done by
an average human being. From
reading newspaper to serve
water to the guests Reem B does
it all and is surely one of the
biggest Innovation this year.
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2nd

Smile Shutter Camera

Clicking the photo of your child but
every time you try to click his photo.
Presenting the Smile Shutter camera
from Sony which takes the photo of
the magic moment when your child
smiles and is surely a gadget to own.

1st

Apple iPhone 3G

Many of the users reading this
magazine must have predicted it at
the beginning. Already awarded as
the gadget of the year award by
Mint, It is a brilliant gadget with
numerous apps which make a
gaming console, GPS system, digital
camera and sometimes you forget
that it’s also an iPod + Phone.

This year Chandrayaan I was also
launched as it cannot be named as
a gadget we would like to name it
separately as it has made our
country proud and in this world
economic breakdown ISRO has
become the company with the
largest turnover of a whooping Rs
1000 Crores
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Tech Book
Times-the year roundup
Few new IITs this year
Siddharth Dwivedi

This year saw the establishment a few new IITs in
Bhubaneswar, Gandhi Nagar, Indore, Himachal Pradesh and
Hyderabad

Let’s go
undercover

EA launched its new NFS Game
NFS Undercover. It is considered
to be the best NFS ever.

A.R Rahman Nominated
for a golden globe.
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ASIMO’S DIARY
28th December 2008
It’s finally here we all are going to have a new
year bash Tuesday evening we’re calling all our
friends At our place. Oh! I forgot we all recently
acted in a movie I would like to show it’s poster to
you all.
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Playlist
Chosen by: Chaitanya Dwivedi
1.

Kabhi Kabhi Aditi Jindagi
– Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na

2.

Pappu Can’t Dance –
Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na

3.

Guzarish – Ghajini

4.

Haule Haule – Rab Ne
Bana Di Jodi

5. Aye Bachchu - Ghajini
6. Jaane Tu Mera Kya Hai – Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na
7. Socha Hai! – Rock On!
8. Pichle Saath Dino Mein – Rock On!
9. Kahin To Hogi Ho – Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na
10. Behka – Ghajini
11. Shano Shano – Yuvvraaj
12. Dil Ka Rishta – Yuvvraaj
13. Tujh Mein Rab Dikhta Hai – Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi
14. Desi Girl – Dostana
15. Rock On! – Rock On!
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The World top 15
1.

This I love - Guns n Roses

2.

Estranged - Guns n Roses

3.
I see you, you see me - Magic
Numbers
4.

Crazy – Aerosmith

5.

1973- James Blunt

6.

She will be loved - Maroon 5

7.
Wake me up when September
ends - Green Day
8.

Sajni – jal

9.
Nothing sweet about me
- Gabriella Cilmi
10. Wish you were here pink Floyd
11. Womanizer - Britney
spears
12. The day that never
comes – Metallica
13. Bandeh - indian ocean
14. This love - maroon 5
15. Pray For Me Brother – A.R Rahman
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Top 5 Games this year
S.No

Game

1st

NFS Undercover

2nd

FIFA 09

3rd

Tiger Woods PGA Tour 09

4th

Rock Band

5th

Mirror’s Edge
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Meet A.R Rahman
Mudit Bhargava
He has made our country proud to we
don’t only salute this great musician but
are also proud to listen his songs. The
Indian films are known by their music and
dance every film has them but in the past
few years Indian music hasn’t come in
competition with the popularity of the
songs of Guns N Roses, Metallica, Britney
Spears. Moreover, today’s Indian
Youngsters also dislike the Indian music
but every cloud has a silver lining and here
the silver lining is the music of A.R Rahman who hasn’t only excelled In Indian
Music but made the country proud by composing music for the whole world.
In 2008 February, Rahman composed the UN Anthem known as ‘Pray For Me
Brother’ this song is not only popular in India and the US but is amongst the
best compositions made ever. Later In December this year Rahman was
nominated for a golden globe for his soundtrack in the film ‘Slumdog
Millionaire’. This year he had also composed many great songs for the Indian
Film Industry as well, with over 5 hit albums this year Rahman was honored the
best musician 2008 by Mint. Many composers have given Rahman a
competition but have never been as consistent as him. If you know the album
is composed by him then you’re sure it’s going to be hit worldwide.
With an experience of over 20 years and after given so many worldwide hits,
Rahman has become the master of his business. No critic can ever say he has
given a bad or mediocre music.
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The Top 5 Cars this Year
S.No

Car

1

Fiat 500

2

Suzuki A-Star

3

Porsche Boxter

4

BMW M3 Convertible

5

Volkswagen CC
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Top 5 iPhone Games

1

Fifteen: Remember the mind puzzler which
we used to play? This one is an iPhone
interpretation of that. Rating : 4.1/5

2

ITicTac: It’s the IPhone interpretation of knots
and crosses which we play in our free time.
Rating : 4/5

3

Dots: Dot’s is another game which we play in
our child hood and is well interpreted on the
iPhone with good gameplay. Rating : 3.5/5

4

Labyrinth: This one is a game about tilting the
iPhone to save the ball from holes. It has
good motion sensing. Rating : 3/5

5

IBowl: It’s another good motion sensing
bowling alley app, but is very dangerous as
you need to swing your phone. Rating 2/5

